INΤΕLLIGENT LAYERING®
Patented Metal 3D Prin.ng Technology
For High Volume Produc1on

INTRODUCTION
In the realm of addi/ve manufacturing (AM), there are many beneﬁts and possibili/es
when it comes to metal 3D prin/ng. Unlike tradi/onal manufacturing methods such as
metal injec/on molding (MIM) or CNC machining, metal 3D prin/ng gives you design
freedom, manufacturing ﬂexibility, and unprecedented speed to market. There are few
geometric limita/ons and upda/ng designs is painless since there are no molds, tooling,
or lengthy setup /mes. More and more, 3D prin/ng is able to compete on a cost basis
with tradi/onal manufacturing with the right types of parts.
3DEO uses Intelligent Layering®, a patented “bind and sinter” technology. Compe/ng
with tradi/onal processes, it was designed speciﬁcally to tackle the challenges of cost
and low throughput typically associated with metal addi/ve manufacturing.
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INTRODUCTION TO INTELLIGENT LAYERING®
Intelligent Layering® is a proprietary process unlike any other in metal 3D prin.ng.
Unlike binder jeKng, Intelligent Layering® does not use an inkjet printhead. Once a
layer of MIM powder is spread, a reliable, low-cost spray head indiscriminately deposits
binder across the whole layer as opposed to speciﬁed areas with inkjet. This is because
the binder deposi.on isn’t used to produce the ul.mate shape of the part. Instead, a
second pass with a CNC micro end mill is used to deﬁne the perimeter of the part on
any internal features on a layer-by-layer basis. It cuts into the bound powder at the
perimeter of all the layer features, tracing the outline of the part aQer the binder has
been sprayed. This process is repeated one layer at a .me un.l the part is complete.
Once built, the part is removed and cleaned, and the green-state object is sintered in a
furnace. AQer sintering, you have a dense, essen.ally ﬁnished part that can then be
post-processed however it needs to be (machined, surface ﬁnished, bead blasted, or
polished). At this point it is a dense metal part ready for end-use applica.ons.
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Layer of MIM powder rolled
onto build tray

Binder deposited across
en.re layer of powder

End mill cuts out desired
layers or edges

Green parts are sintered in
furnace to achieve ﬁnal
density

CAPABILITIES OF INTELLIGENT LAYERING®
Using an end mill to cut the green part in powder form allows for unique abili/es in the
3D prin/ng space that no other technology can do. With Intelligent Layering® you can
apply feature based strategies like mul/-layer processing and dynamic layer thickness.

One of the primary capabili/es of this technology is high speed. A part can be as complex
as you want, but many layers can be cut simultaneously. Depending on the features of
the part, this can be signiﬁcantly faster than a design that may involve more geometry or
sloped sides.

2.5D geometry with angled features in the ver.cal direc.on, no undercuts
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The process can also be taken in the other
direc/on; instead of high speed being the
goal, ver/cal resolu/on may be more
desirable. In this case, a whole layer can be
bound and thinner sec/ons can be cut in
one pass. Essen/ally, it is intra-layer
feature recogni/on, allowing for high
resolu/on and the ability to remove some
of the stair stepping features commonly
seen elsewhere in 3D prin/ng technology.
Stair stepping is an integral feature to all
3D printed parts. Thinner layers result in
less stair stepping, but it takes longer to
In this example, there are 5 cut depths for 1 layer
thickness

build the part.

Depending on the design and features, Intelligent Layering® can combine all three of
these capabili/es in a single part. It can cut a whole ﬂat surface at once with 2.5D, but
it can also process mul/ple layers at a single /me and operate with angled features in
the ver/cal direc/on. It can cut in three dimensions and remove all the stair-stepping,
op/mizing produc/on for this part to get the fastest /me, most throughput, and
cheapest part at the end of the day for the customer. Where tradi/onal AM creates
parts one layer at a /me, Intelligent Layering® provides op/mized control at the layer,
feature, and surface level.

Stair stepping
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
General Tolerances

± .002 - .004 in. (.05-0.1mm) as built

Hardness

34 HRC / 42 HRC with heat treat

Density

99.5% density (far becer than MIM)

Surface Finish

60-70 Ra (best in metal 3D prin.ng)

Min. Feature Size

0.030” (0.76 mm)

Component Size

1 Inch3 (23mm3) (not a technical limita.on)

Process Comparison

Binder jeKng
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INTELLIGENT LAYERING®
ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES
Intelligent Layering® was speciﬁcally designed to tackle the cost and low throughput
problems typically associated with metal addi.ve manufacturing. The result is an ultralow-cost machine that virtually eliminates machine amor.za.on as a part cost driver. It
also acacks cost through the use of commodity metal powders, which can be as much as
twenty .mes less costly than powders used in powder bed fusion. Also, there are no
degrading processes in Intelligent Layering®, so part-to-part and machine-to-machine
repeatability enables a high yield process. As a result of the .ghtly packed ﬁne powder,
at ~100 Ra, 3DEO has one of the best surfaces in all of metal addi.ve manufacturing in
the as-sintered state.

DISADVANTAGES
Similar to other bind-and-sinter technologies such as binder jeKng, Intelligent Layering®
is limited by the 18-20% shrinkage factor that happens in the sintering cycle. When
metal powder is bulk sintered in a furnace, there is a certain amount of shrinkage that
takes place as the voids between metal par.cles disappear and the par.cles fuse
together. This shrinkage is predictable and can be dialed in for each part geometry that is
encountered, but it is certainly a disadvantage of the process.
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Ultra low-cost process

Signiﬁcant part shrinkage in furnace

Very nice surface ﬁnish

Company sells parts, not machines

Material proper.es of 17-4PH exceeds Process is ideal for smaller parts (~3”
MPIF Standard 35
longest dimension)
No degrading process leads to high
yield and high up.me, lowering ﬁnal
part cost
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WHAT MAKES 3DEO DIFFERENT?
3DEO does not sell machines, but supplies parts. With no molds, tooling, or lengthy
setup .mes, 3DEO delivers produc.on parts in days or weeks, not months. While there
are many competent metal AM providers, none of them fully control their machines.
This is a fundamental diﬀerence between 3DEO’s opera.on and how other current
contract manufacturers in the 3D prin.ng space. 3DEO controls the full soQware and
hardware stack. They see their en.re produc.on line as their technological scope, from
powder to QC to parts out the door. Thanks to their innova.ve technology and
thorough opera.on, they are able to provide such high volume, low-cost, high quality
parts.

METAL ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING WITH 3DEO
True Design Freedom

Flexible Manufacturing

With 3D prin.ng, you have unprecedented

Scale quan..es up or down to match

design freedom to update and change your

demand; avoid setup and minimum

design nearly as quickly as you can

quan.ty costs with tradi.onal

redesign it in CAD.

manufacturing.

Short Lead Times

Lower Risk

Respond to market demand quickly, allow

Change designs in real .me, ﬁx problems

your designers to iterate swiQly, and

as they arise, lower up front cost to get to

manufacture on demand, only as

produc.on, and manufacture on demand.

necessary.
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INTELLIGENT LAYERING®
READY TO SEE IT IN ACTION?
REQUEST SAMPLE KIT

3DEO, Inc.
24225 Garnier St.
Torrance, CA 90505

